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Imagined by the Instant Coffee
artist collective, Say Nothing in
Bright Colours is a brilliant display
of sequins reflecting the light on
the north side of Central Blvd at
Station Square.

BERESFORD ART WALK GUIDE

The City of Burnaby designated Beresford
Street, from Dow to McKay Avenue, as a
pedestrian-friendly space for public art.
Pieces from celebrated artists will inspire
conversations, ideas, and creativity as
people living in or visiting the area move
through their days.
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DESTINATION ART
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Old Column by Lead Pencil
Studio depicts a Douglas Fir as it
transitions to lumber, in a 25-foot
metal sculpture on Beresford
Street at Willingdon.

Created by Joe Fafard, Evangeline
and Bay Bébé are a pair of bronze,
powder-coated horses standing
in the grass on the Metrotown
Library grounds.

Seven pieces currently make up the Art
Walk, and as more projects complete
along the street, more art will appear.
With wide sidewalks, outdoor seating,
lush trees, and, of course, original art, the
Beresford Art Walk shines new light on
public spaces.
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Lying above a water feature
in the Crystal Mall courtyard,
Aurora, Goddess of the Dawn,
gracefully stretches her bronze
body sculpted by Colin Kwok.

STYLE MEETS
ENERGY IN
METROTOWN
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Only 15 Minutes
to Explore
the Art Walk
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Two metal dolphins charmingly leap
from a fountain at Metropolis at
Metrotown, originally sculpted
by Eric Vanderzee in 1989.

Shed and Blacktail by Muse
Atelier is a story of giant,
yet elegant, aluminum deer
antlers shed on Silver and
Telford Avenues.
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LEGEND
Presentation Centre
Telford on the Walk
Maywood on the Park
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Douglas Coupland arranged a
whimsical 21st century rock garden
at the entrance to Telford on the
Walk, creating a vibrant contribution
to the existing public art collection.

